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DETONATION AND AUTO IGMITIOH

SOME 00HSIDEUTIOl!lS 011METHODS OP DETERMINATION*

By G. D. Boerlage

SUMMARY

For the purpose of measuring the knock rating of a
fuel, the choice of a method Is of less importance than
the suitable adaptation of a particular method, the impor-
tant consideration being that this method be universally
recognized and imposed. 3’or the purpose of scientific ln-
veetigation, however, such a unique method is not suffi-
cient, and various methods and engines must be employed.

.

I have been asked to present a critical analysis of
the methods of determination of the tendenoy to detonation.
Oonsiderlng the large number of methods and numerous re-
sults already published, it appeared to me that euch a
presentation should first of all concern itself with bring-
ing out the eseentlal nature of the problems involved In
the neasure.ment of the detonation. No attempt has there-
fore been made to deecribo in detail the different fuels
and the different methods proposed. The work is based
chiefly on the data obtained in the author!s laboratory,
and the opportunity iS here taken of thanking the large
number of collaborators.

Measurements and Limits .

In general, the rating .of fuels requires the conduc-
tion of measurements and leads to the prescription of lim-
its - the latter only reluctantly decided upon, sinoe it
is recognized that on account of the great diversity of
fuels, engines, and operating conditions, these limits can-
not bo valid for all cases. It Is known ,to deeignerta of

*i’La detonation et llmuto-allumage. Quelques consid6ra-
tlons sur les m~thodes de d~torminatlon. it Journdes
Techniques Intornatlonales do l~A6ronautlque, November
23-27, 1936, pp. 1-22.
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engines the,% whereas In cer”tain oaseH it is necessary to
remain within the prescribed limits, In other cases it is
permissible to go considerably beyond these llmits. En-
gine buyers, the gomrnment, and other authorities, how-
ever, denand clearly prescribed llnits, so that In cases
where ih practice no differences could be ascertalried, the
legal specifications nevertheless require thece differ-
ences to be neasured, and with great precision too. Yor
relatively simple physical and chemical properties this
does not Involve too great difficulties. In certain cases,
however, and particularly in the caseI of problems of deto-
nation, the differences to be measured involve an array of
factors that demand complicated methods, difficult to carry
out because of the necessity of measuring separately the
effects of each of these factors.

Object to be Attained

Before such meacuromonts are begun it is necessary to
see clearly the object which it is proposed to attain and
to check whether tho measurements made correspond to this
desired object. It may be objected that this Is quite ev-
ident but we shall see farther on that it Is very useful
to bear this clearly tn mind when we find ourselves In the
midst of a confusicn of problems where it is not easy to
recognize the method to be approached.

The example of detonation brings out the following
difficulty: We all are acquainted with detonation as a
suspicious noise in the engine - which noise we all con-
sider more or less as a nuisance and whose intensity we
are agreed should be measured. On reflecting, however, we
see that it is not the intensities themselves that me should
be concerned in measuring, but rather the harm that is done
by the detonation or, more properly, we should concern our-
selvos with the determlaatlon of the cause of this harm.
If it is shown that this cauao bears s direct relation to
the intensity of the. noise, then we may confine ourselvos
to the measurement.of these intensities if such measurement
is simple. Before havitig ascertained such a relation, hor-
evor, t~le measurement of the intensities is, tc say the
least, rather ~remature,

Tho fact that EO do. not as yet know how to measure
tho cause of the harm produced by the detonation and that,
moreovor, we are not so certain .of the nature of this harm,

.
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leads US. to conclude that me are not yet in a position to
‘Ehbii”%E3 ob~ect to-be atta~ned., .~~~~h$.l,e-, we are content
simply nith recording and computing as best- we rn”a>;the “-“
phenomona ohsorved. It is therefore wrong to entertain
too many illuslone as to the actual value of a crltieal
exposition of the methods of moasuromen% of detonation. .
As long es an acceptable ~alysis of the phenomena is
lacking mny presentation will remain subjeot to caution.

We shall nevertheless present an analysis which at
tho present time appears to us aoooptable, and we shall
make n critioal exposition of the methods of moasurlng
bcsed on this a.nalysls. This presentation will constitute
nothing more thng ~ attempt, howevor, and we are far from
pretending thr.t the views here presented are to be regard-
ed ns doflnltlvo~ Somo of our conclusions, naturally, will
not be novol, and wo nsk to bo pardoned for not mentioning
tho names of all tho ploneors i; tho field.

1. CONSIDERATIONS OH T~ pROCESS OF COMBUSTION

our views on combustion and detonation Previous to
tho tests on the “onglno with window.’t Octa;e and cetono
numbers.

For tho purpose of studying tho combustion phenomona,
wo constructed n SpOCIP.1 ongino provid.od with quartz win-
don~. Before proceeding to tho results which wq havo ob-
talnod with this ongino, no shall summarlzo tho views pre-
viously hold by us on combustion and detonation.

Knock5ng In tho DIogol engine is generally the more
intense the greater the Ignition lag. From the very high
compression tern eratur.es attained in the Diesel (up to
about 1,000° c.7 , we have deduoed the faot that the auto-
ignition whioh Is developed at one or more particularity
favorablo centers (nuclear flames) should be chiefly an
effect of destructive combustion disrupting the molecules
thermally with the more or less effective assistance of
contact with the oxygoq. In our opinion It was the. gas
which was ignited, not tho droplets, and the large quanti-
ty of the gas was duo pre~isoly to the effect of the first
inflnmnation. We Introduced the ooteno number as a meas-
uro of tho quclity of tho infl~mmation in the engine.

I
‘- .—..-
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The tendency to detonation in the gasoline or spark-
ignltion engine, measured by the octane number, showed a
number of points common with the tendency to knooking as
measured in the Diesel engine. !Che cetene number expressed “
the tendency to autoignition, whereap the octane number, on

a ‘L the oontrary, the resistance to autolgnltion. We found a

L
llnaar relation between the two (fig. 1), the octane num-
ber being more or less the opposite of the cetene number.

1
We are familiar with the method of Dumanois, who utilizes
this property to determine the cetene numbers of a gas ollln

T a gasoline engine simply by determining the reduotion in
*,/--- octane number produced by the addition of a small quantity
q9 of gas oil in the gasoline. We have also done the reverse -

4 that is, determined the octane number In a Diesel engine,

s obtaining similar results. .Autoignitlon tests in the
*

I

C.F.R. engi.no with compression up to the point where the

l?-
eleotric ignition could be disconnected, have shown us that

\ this method of determining the tendency to autoignltion of
~< 1 gasolines could be used to determine the octane numbers of

rJ
I

these fuels, the results showing good agreement (fig. 2).

Y “!
In these tests the time factor played a dominant part, the
autoignition requiring more rigorous conditions the shorter

$+ the time available.

>

The good correlation between the oc-

&l tane number and the tendency to autolgnition thus measured
under modorate ~S well as severe conditions in the same en-
gine, appears to i.ndicato that me are confronted with prac-
tically the same process developing under very different
tomporaturos, pressures, and times.

On the othor hand, tho gooZ correlation bctwoon tho
octane and cotone numbers moasurod in onginos of quito dif-
foront typos, cppcarod to indicato that again it was a
question of the sctme procoss in a Diesel engine. Tho prob- .
lcm of detonation in a gn,solino engino thus appeared to bo
reduced to a pro%lcm of n,utoignition of the type known in
the Diesel engine; mnd thus a bridge seemed to have been
thrown between the “knocking “ of tho Diesel and the deto-
nation in the gmsoline engine. Figure 6 shows how the ex-
istozlco of llDleselllconditions can ho represented in a
nparl:-ignition engine. It may be seen that tho llendgasli
(a term vhich will bo used to donote the portion of the
still unburned charge which is compressed by the portion
thnt is under combustion), undorgoos a primary compression
duo to the piston, r.nd a secondary compression due to the
cffoct of tho combustion released by the electric spark.
!l!hetotal compression of the ‘iendgaslltherefore, is of the
order of ~agnitude of the coinpreoeions in the Diesel. Any
difference between autoi~nition in the Diesel r.nd the gc.so-
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line or spark-ignition engines was to be asoribed pr3mmrl-
ly to the fact that the mixture in $he Diesel, contrary to

. .conditions -in the case .of the gasoline engine, is very
poor mnd far from being homogeneous. The more explosive
detonation in the gasoline engine was attributed to the
more ‘simultaneous” (not “instantaneous” ) ignition of the
‘Iendgas.II Detonation d3agrams that have been shown us .
prosontlng ‘local pressures Iidouble those reoorded In the
combustion ohamber, appeared to confirm tho pibture we had
formed of tho prooess and served to explain the explosive
detonation..

Tests”on the Engine with Windows

Let us now consider the results recently obtained in
our laboratory tests on the engine with windows.

Figures 3 and 4 show the arrangement of the combustion
chamber and some combustion “diagrams obtained wltharotat-
ing mirror. It may be seen that we have followed more or
less the method of the Prench pioneer Iq the field, Duchene,
and of the General Motors. In our testi engine the condi-
tions for detonation appear to be ideal. A well-scavenged
cylindrical chamber assures a rectilinear propagation of
t~.e flame. The possibility of changing the position of the
electric spark and of producing two sparks at desired in-
stants at each end of the combustion chamber, permits the
flame fronts to be varied and enables very CloSe stu~ of .
the accompanying light phenomena. In many respects the
pictures obtained will be seen to resemble th-oee of Duohene.
Beeides observing the phenomena in the rotating mtrror by
the naked eye, a special photographic apparatus was added.
that permits sufficiently-~leai photographs to be obtained
of the accompanying light phenomena during a single combus-
tion and the simultaneous recording of the pressure (fig. 5).
For thie purpose me have adapted a high-speed Indicator
(piezo-electric indicator constru~ted in our laboratory)
that enables the relation to be found between the lighti.phe-
nomena and the pressure. The possibility of employing det-
onation Indicators such as the l%ouncing pin,” “thermoelec-

. trlc spark plug,ll etc.,.’.. enables the relation to be investi-
gated bctlreen the results obtained with these Indicators
and the light phenomena and pressure. Following are some of
the data on the engine that may help fix our ideas: Engine
is single-cylinder, four-stroke-cycle, of about 3 horse-
power, bore 73 millimeters, stroke 89 millimeters, number
of revolutions per minute 1,000. Combustion chamber is in

. , ., , . —-———. —-- ---- - —. .- - -
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the form of n vertical cyllnder of about 25 millimeters dl-
anoter and 80 millimeters height; height of quartz windows,
70 nillineters. utilizable width 4 millimeters. Compres-
sion ratio 8:1. Engine may be super.charged.

. Without speaking of the other possibilities offored
by the test engine, I wish to point out the following fact,
namely, the.t whereas in the normal engine everything pos-
sible in dono to suppress detonation, in the case of tho
quartz-window test engine, @very effort hns been made to
maintain tho naturnl character of the detonation.

Results Obtained with the Quo.rtz-Window Engine

Autoignition n Reln,tivoly Slow Phenomenon

To shall .nom.ann,lyzo the results obtained and shall
..soe in mhat rospoct they furnish us with new ideas on tho
phonomona of dotonatlon.

The combustion In our test engine clearly presents
the character of a detonating combustion. First of all
the noise is quite comparable to that of the C.F.R. en-
gines, for example. The bouncing pin and the thermoelectric
spark plug also give us comparable indications. Finally,
the piezoelectric indicator clearly indicates the detonat-
ing character of the combustion.

The first clear results showed that the detonation
(knock) coincided with the appearance of a second ignition
center - an autoignitlon at the opposite end of the primary
ignition center; that is, the spark. It would seem as if
this autoignition llfearsllthe proximity of the primary
flame. The ‘rendgas1’or portion of the fuel still unburned,
particularly in this engine, is not sufficiently homogene-
ous to produce a “simultaneous” combustion. This is, more-
over, what mo should expect since, even assuming perfect
homogeneity of the mixture as far as richness is concerned,
there is no reason for assuming a thermal homogeneity of
this ~iitnrc in a combustion chambe+ of such elongated form. \

In the case of figure 5, at the instant of appearance
of the ‘lsecondaryll flame front, the pressure is of the or-
der of 30 kilograms. The temperature of the “andgasl’ at
this instant may be estfma~ed to be 550° Cm, but it is ev-
ident that the temperature may be locally much higher.. It
thus appe~.rs that the nutoignition, which causes detona-
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tion in this case, occurs under conditions of pressure and
tsmpcr~.ture of the order of those encountered in the auto-
ignition of Diecel engines. This confirms the opinion we
had already expressed on this subject aqd would explain
the liilcar relatlon (fig. 1) which we had found between
the octnnc number and the cetcno number.

In order to compare a Diesel-engine diagram with a
cyark-ignition or gasoline-engine diagran, It is evidently
not;.s~r.r~ to begin hy creating comparable conditions. It
is ilcc?ssary, in particular, to take accornt of the effects
of the tine fac~or and of the quality of the mixture, which
are ?ifferent in the two types of engines mnd which he.ve a
grozt cf:cct on the tendency to autoi.gnition. For this
purpose we havo compared the diagram of a Diesel engine fod
~itti.a fuel of ebout 50 cctene ~ith the diagram of our
qun.rtz-win~ow engi~e operating en n gasoline of about 25 ce-
tr:nc. Fimre 6 chows schematically that the two types of
engines under the given conditions have the same level OS
allt~lgnition. What surprised us, however, in the results ;,,,,
obta,incd n~th the test engine, was the relatively S1OW
chnractcr of the combustion due to r.utolgnition.

.J
The de-

velopment of the seccnd center of ignition was at all I ,,t
1’

points slr!il& to the progression of the primary flame due I
to the eyark.

The “simultaneous” combustion cf the “en?ga$’ which me
have believed responsible for the kneck, %hus seems to be
r~duced to the rather calm development of a secondary cen-
ter of Zgnitlon. Fr,rther on, in speaking of “knock” and
“nink 11we shall return to this “calm” character of the dot-
O-nating combustion.

Tc ha~e avoidod considering here the chemical charac-
t2r of Vle detonation. It was sufficient for us to know
tilC ~h;rzical character, which wo would describe today as
the efi’cct of the formation - earlier or later in the CY-
CZ.L - of a center of autoignition corresponding to a still
rclr.ti~oly slow combustion of the llEx.5.gasJ1but more or less ,.,
accclcr~~tod, ,according to the character of the fuel. A ,,
slib’ht dotonatlon Is normal in engines with full charge.

I

Spood of Propagation of the Flame Fronts

Ii, order to facilitate the explanation, we shall speak
03? “r,rir:ar~llar.d Ilsccondary” flame fronts. A computation
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of the speede of propagation permits us to reduce the ap-
parent speed of the fronts to the actual speed of inflam-
mation. It will readily be understood that the upper
flame front, which Is supported on the fixed bottom of the
chamber, ie propagated with an apparent speed greater than
the lower flame front which is supported on the burned gas
covering the piston head. It will also be seen that in a
simple case the flame front is propagated with an apparent
speed greater than the real epeed (speed of inflammation)
because of the expansion of the burned gases behind the
flame front, in much the same way as a boat descends a river
at full power and is simultaneously carried downstream by
tho river current.

This Is rhnt our analysis shows in figure 5, on which
may be seen how the secondary combustion due to the auto-
ignition thrusts back the primary flame front due to the
spark. This analysis brings out the fact - which is rather
surprising at first, but nfter all readily understood -
that the velocity of the secondary flame front is practic-
ally equnl at each instant to that of the primary flame
front.

We he,ve never been n,ble to make out ~.ny speed equal
to the speed of sound, but at most, spe~ds of 150 meters
per second, and these only in the case. of excessive detona-
tion. In the case of slight detonation the speeds do not
attain oven half this figure. At the start the primary
flame front is propagated nt a speed no greater than 20 me-
ters per second. It would appear thet preliminary reac-
tions take place ahead of the primary flame front - reac-
tions the result of which is autoignition. The speeds of
tho primary and secondary flamo fronts, which are sensibly
equc.1, increase only very slowly. It appears, however,
thnt tho ~poede incroaso as the reactions become stronger.
Turbulence accelerntos the apparent speed in tho gaseous
mass but in no way changes the phenomenon which we hove
Just described.

Nomenclature

We propose to distinguish botwoen “normal” and “abnor-
mal” i.guition. “lTormal” ignition includes tho formation ,
of the primary and eecondary flames and everything that may
be considered as unavoidable in tho “nornal” operation of
tho engine. Tho IIabnormalll ignition includes all the avoid-
able ca.”asosin the normal operation of the engine. The “ab-

1
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normall’ ignition inoludes all the avoidable oauses in the
normal bperatlon of the ongiile - for example, preignition

. by hot spots. “

In exceptional oasee, abnormal (avoidable) ignition
may be produced after the spark Ignition and the autolg-
nltion before the spark ignitloti. It is for this reason
that we prefer the name ‘fabnormal ignltlonH for all avoid-
able ignitions. The term !Ipreignitlonn therefore remains
reserved for all normal. .and abnormal ignition produced bo-
$ e the ignition by spark.

Y

T
With semi-Diesel engines we have even met with cases

of ignition before in~eotion.?J The diagram shows In this
case, before the in~eotion, a pressure rise caused evi-
dently by a final combustion of the products previously
incompletely burned. This is still another case of ~relg-
“nltlon.” It is possiblt3 for autoignition tl@ become pre-
ignition - that is, abnormal Ignition, and conversely.

Practically, the following
gulshed:

A - The fuel dooq not show
and the speed of the

two cases may be dlstln-

any preliminary reaction
flamo fronts remains con-

stant (fig. 7).

B ~ The fuel mhows a preliminary reaction and the
speed of the flame fronts finally inoreases
considerably.

Actually, case A doos show some Increaso ia speed but
always loss than case B.

Two stages may be distinguished for the “endgasl’:
..

Prtmary ‘iendgas‘1behind the primary front, beforo
autoignitlon ocours.

Secondary “@ndgas,n namelyo that compressed by”the
primary and sooondary flame fronts. This term
may also bo applied to the caso of a.new auto-
Ignition at ono or several points.

Finally, it is possible that the secondary “endgas”m
undergoes an apparently simultaneous combustion but our.

“toste with the window on~ne appear to indicate that the
saconda,ry ‘endgnsn is %urned before attaining this extreme
Stagoo

— - .—
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Review of some of the special terms for which. It Is
useful to use commonly accepted meanings:

Nornal ignition:

Ignition by spark.
Ad.7tmce (retard) of ignition.
Autoignition.

Abnormal ignition: for oxnmple, preignition by hot
spots or by autoignition.

ProIgnition: every Ignition hoforo the electric spark
or before injection.

Prinary and secondary flame fronts.

Rer.1 speed of flame front: speed of Inflammation; “

Apparent speed: speed observed by the eye.

Primary and secondary “endgas.”

“Restgas .II. burned gae not scavenged.

Bouncing pin. .

Temperature plug.

Pink.

Knock.

Bumpy running.

Reproducible results: identical results for identical
tests.

Problems in Connection with the Indicator

The pressure increases more rapidly than would be ex-
pected from the speed of the flame front. This is partly
explained by the fact that the number of calories per unit
of volume of the “endgas “ increases as the pressure in-
creases. At the instant when the primary flame front ap-
pears, there may be seen a progressive pressure rise which
becomes oven more intense at the instant”the second flame

—- —. . —... . -..
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front appears. Thus , the “endgas” is progreselvely burned
and more and more rapidly until the last portion disap-
year.s v that fs,..untl~.th~ inbtant when the two fronts re-
unite.

The pressure diagrams show only moderate pressure
rises, and this is still another lnd~rect proof of the
fact: that the speeds of the flames are relatively low and
remain much below the speed of sound,

,.. We have not succeeded”ln demon~trating the existenoo
of oxtrome local pressures. Invariably when they were ro-.
cordod on a diagram, we ha+e been able to show that the
indicator was at fault. .Thls is an important fact concern-
ing which we should like to obtain some oxaot Information I
from other experimenters.

Every sudden variation in the pressure rise may caueo
vibrations of the walls of the chamber and of the chargeb
In the same manner certain parts of an insufficiently rapid
indicator may start to vibrate. Finally, the entire engine
and indicator may have received a chock causing seismic vi-
brations. It is therefore necessary to distinguish at least
four types of vibrations: vibrations of the charge, of the
walls, of parts of the indicator, and seismic vibrations.
The ideal Indicator would evidently not show vibrations of
the charge. It is very difficult to eliminate the seismic
vibrations and those of parts of the indicator. By “chok-
ingll #he diagram they can be made to disappear, but there is
then the danger of “juggling awayn the essential vibrations
of the gas.

llKnockn ~d Ilpinkn - Luminous uaVeS

We have not observed large luminous effects or largel~luw ‘
pressure rises at the inst~t the secondary flame front ap-
poarod. There was evidently produced at this instant a
rather sharp change in tho pressuro rise, as occurrod some-
what later, when the “endgas” was completely burned. Theso
dlscontlnuitios also showod up exact.ly In the images of tho
flame. Often, partl~larly under severo conditions, the
first discontinuity - that 1s, the appearance of the sec-
ondary flame front .(autoignition.) - corresponds to tho ap-
pearance of luminous waves. When those luminous waves ap-
pear, they show up only very vaguely at first, then moro
clearly as the conditions become more severe.

1

..-.— . , . . .- - ,,, , , —, . . ,.— . - . --,, ,,. -., m , , , , m,
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Those luminous waves correspond to pre~sure waves as
our indicator shows (fig. 9). It seems probable that
“these pressure waves, which are at most three, in our en-
gine, correspond to the noise of ‘Ipinkingli- quite dis-
tinct from the noise of “knocking, 11which appears to cor-

respond to a vibration of certain parts of tho engine. It
iS difficult - perhaps, cvon impossible - to distinguish
the pinking noiee in the engine with windows. If this
noise cppec.rs at all; it is masked by the knocking noise:
The same Is true, for that matter, In the case of the C.F.R.
en~ine. The sudden pressure variation would already be
sufficient to explain those vibrations. The possibility,
nevertheless, should not be excluded that the appearance .
of ~utoig~ition really corresp-ends to some explosive chem-
ical reaction, since the appearance of the pressure waves
is rather pronounced. However, at least in the case of
our engine, this explosive reaction would only correspond
to c very feeble development of energy.

Besides these rery rapid vibrations, it is still nec-
essnry to tnkc ecoount of the possibility of slower vi-
brations. Tho bumpy ruaning, for example, would corro- “
spend rather to torsional vibrations of the crankshaft md
of solid mem%ers.

It mcy still he asked how the rough operation caused,
for ex?.mple, by excessive turbulence or by the use of an
abnormal fuel, such as hydrogen, may bo interpreted. The
pressuro rise in this case does not show well-pronounced
diocontinuities except at the end of combustion - a fact
which leads ●s to suppose t~t there is no preliminary re-
action. AUart from the effect of the shock which is to be
exmocted from such a ramld combustion, no detonation prop-. .
erly so-called Is observed except perhaps in extreme cases.
Figure 10 cives a sketch summarizing what has been 6is-
cussed. ...

II. COYSIDERATIOI!?S ON !!!HEHETHODS OF DETERMINATION OF

!N3 RESISTANCE T()AUTOIGKITION

We have attempted to give an analysis of the phenom-
ena of combustion and detonation. We do not claim that F
it Is new or complete, but it does appear to us at present
to be sonewhat better founded. We may ask whether this
analysis will ~erve as a basis for discovering and passing
upcn methods of measurements. We shall first speak of
methods applying to the automobile.

I
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Amerioan C.I’.R~ Methods - Adjustment of the Methods

,- .-,. ... ... ........ --.— -- .... ....

I
On the C.3’.R. engine the so-called ‘researchm method

has Tmen used, which consists of first establishing a com-
pression ratio whia assures a strong detonation and then
comparing this result with those obtained with the stand-
ard or reference fuels.

~

In order to.oheck bho value of this method for the
autonoblle, some large-soale road tests mere conducted at ..
Union Town In 1935. In principle, it was a question, in
thoso tests, of ad~usting the method to practice. Two woll-
adjuated different methods often gl~e bettor agreement In
results thr.n two dlfferont adjustments of the same method.
The conclusion from the tests at Union Town was that for
automobiles the “rosearchn method vas not sufficiently rig-
orous. It WnS adJu~ted by adopting the so-called “motor
mothodil; the r.p.m. was raised from 600 to 900 and the tom-
pernturo of tho mixture, from the ambient temperature to
150° c. Here it wms not ~ ~ue~tion of m now method but
really of a better ndjustmont to practico of the same meth-

[
od. It sooms that it would have been of advnntage to ap-
proach practico moro CIOSOly still; for exampla, by fur-
ther increasing the r.p.n. and raining the mflxture tempor- !
atura to a lessor degree.

Tho Ricardo E.35 Method

Wo must first present our due respects to the E.35 en-
gine of Ricardo - the classical engine with variable com-
prossion.ratio. This engine is still In operation and it
must be admitted that this classlo method remains one of
the best. It seeks to determine the highest useful eom-
prosslon ratio that a g~801f.ne oan advantageously support.
The test conditions are quite acceptable, the measuromenta
being carried out under a moderate intensity of detonation
and at a reasonable numb~r of revolutions per minute
(1,500 r.p.mi). The principal objeotion to the method is
not on scientific grounds but on excessive cost. The
largo bore of 114 millimeters, possosses advantages in
certain cases, unfortunately not possessed by the modern
small c,F~R~ englno. Thus the E.35 engine is still today
tho one wo profor at times for attacking the problems of
tho large truck engines and alrpl~e engines without com-
pressor. ,.
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Method S.30 (Series 30) . .

The small Ethyl Gasollne Corporation S.30 engine, hav-
ing a compression ratio of 8, and which has almost been
abandoned at present, was quite practical. The method was
not had. The throttle valve was opened until a normal de-
greo of detonation was obtained - tho degreo being fixed
with tho aid of the bouncing pin. The mixture of standard
fuels was then sought which gave the sqme results. The
method was simple and reliable.

Standard Fuels

Tho introduction of standard fuels was certainly a
step in advance. It was Ricardo who introduced them in
1919, in i!.eterminlng his values in toluol. Today the use
of standar-d Iso-octane-normal heptane mixtures has becomo
goacrel. These products have a slight disadvantage, nnme-
ly, their sonsitivenoss to such factors as tho tempermturo
ts comouhat different from that of most gasollnos. It iB nS
if moasurofionts ucro mado nith a scalo which changes its
length with the tomporaturo. Fort.unatoly, tho difference
is not groat, being at most sovcral octano points. Gonor-
,ally thoso stacdard fuels ~ivc cntiro satisfaction.

Other Hothods

Whnt shall bo said of tho numerous othor methods which
havo lived through a fow years only? They all appear fo
hmvo been nufficiontly satisfactory, nnd tho quostlon is,
.Why did they disapponr? The m.nnlysis wo hove made will
help us to find tho answer,

Wo underst~nd, in fact, that detonation occurs in
.%11 on~incs and nny .ongtno will permit us to obtain octane
numbers that nay bo utilized. Any method for. starting tho
detonation may ho applied: throttlo, ignition advnnco,
cooling te~pcr~-turo , rovolution~ por minute, or richness
of the mixture. The intensity of the detonation could be
regulated by adding dopes to the fuel. Comparisons cOula
be made by ear, or by using the bouncing pin or some pres-
sure indicator, or a “temperature plug,” or the tempera-
ture of cooling water. The H.U.C.R. (highest useful com-
pression ratio) may be sought, or the maximum power, or

I
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the minimum fuel coneumptlon under oertaln conditions, or .
the minimum temperatures of the exh8.ust under predetermined
conditions, etc.. Any of these mothode may equally well he
used,

B’actors that Influenco the Detonation

17e may here add the groat divorslty of factors that
affect the phonomonan of detonation and which must be taken
into account. On the part of the engine thoro Is above all,
the offoct of tho tomporature of tho walls and of the
gaeos, tho effect of the pressure, and tho effect of tho
tlmo fa.otor. It may be attempted to soparato those t)ffoc~s
but it is rather difficult to do eo. There Is the effeot
of the catalyzer, for example, of the walls of different
temperature and material covered more or less by half-
burned products. There is the effect of turbulence, the
preponderant effect of the richness of the mixture, and
the effect of remaining burned gases. On the part of the
fuel are to be considered all the mysterious properties
that control tho tendency to detonation (including the
dopes), all of which react differently under difforont con-
ditions of tonporaturo, prossuro, and tizuo. We .~.’ation
only tho effects nest In ovidenco. Bono of thoco .ffocte
gives us a uniquo point on a diagram but a sorios. of lines.

It is also nocossary to tako Into account tho f“nct
that tho condition of tho ongtno is quito vr.riaklc. A
dirty ongino, for oxanplo, will dotoncto with n fuel of 80
octane at full chargo whilo the sarlo ongino if well cleaned,
will givo comploto satisfaction at full throttle with a
fuel of 50 octano. From 80 to 50 Is quito a dlfforence -
which wo would do well to reoall when, perhaps, we discuss
somo day, tho chanooe of Increasing thti octane valuo from [

64 to 66, for example.

In short, there is no cause for surprise that any
s“inglo method whioh provides but a single figure to indi-
cate the tendency to detonation, could ever be satisfac-
tory for all requirements. On the contrar?, it is more 1
surprising that, amidst all this chaos- sufficiently suc-
cessful compromises may still he found.

l..
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-The Object and -the Complications Involved. m

To extricate ourselves from the difficulty, there is
only ono way, namely, to begin by making clear to ourselves
the object that is to be attained in these measurements.
The object, evidently, is to neasure that which is objec-
tionable In the detonation. The driver of a de luxe auto-
mobile who complains of the detonation in his engino at
ful : apccd, does not, however, havo the same object as tho
driver of an omnibus who complains of detonation during
accoloration. Theoreticc.lly, it would be noceasary to ap-
ply different methods for all the different operating con-
ditions of tho engine. This, evidently, is impossible.

The Restricted Object Should Be a Compromise

Atto.inmcnt of the objoct rhich we seek being an”lmpos-
sibility, it is necessary to reduce our requirements. We
munt mnko concessions nad must comprorniso. The objoct then
should bo a compromise which appemrs acceptable to n suffi~
ciontly homogonoous group of interests; for example, auto-
mobile builders or other specialists in concoction with au-
tomofiiloso Th@roforo, we roquiro a method thnt approaches
practical conditions and ~;hlch may easily bo adjusted - a
Silnplo, inoxponslvo and, nbovo nil, rcpld method thmt gives
results which no.y rondily bo ropentod nnd which, for logicl
Spcclflcctiozll, ovon allows decimals to bc distinguished
whoro in practice, only Gifforoncos in units could ho ob-
sorvod. Tic roquiro abovo all c unique method, ninco it will
be uocossary to cut ohort the innumoiablo objections amd
donands to vhich all compronisos nro unfortunately subject.
There should be at most two or three methods for two or
three groups of interests rhose objects will bc too differ-
ent for thorn to be roducod to a single group. It is then
no longor a question of discussing rhothor thle or tho other

J/

known method Is bettor, sinco no “better” exists; %ut of
adoptin:~ n unique universally applied method, as we havo just
pointod out.

1 It is thoso conditions that tho so-called C.F.R. motor
metho~univcrsally rccognl!zed for tho automobile, should
s8ti.8fy. Other variants, no doubt, will bo proposed.
Thero is, for example, a differcnco botweon conditions at
full continuous load and conditions cf acceleration, ofton
intcrruptod and followod ly periods of average or zero load.
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A bettor design for the bounoing pin would mrtainly be
_y01f30mo. The90 ~arfx,ta ~-Oula be of no great importance,

homewor, and we shall not dlticuss thorn hero: -- + --” -

Tho ‘ObJectH In the Oaso of Airplane Engines

Aviation yields quite a distinct group of Interests.
It would therefore be necessary to require these interests
to agree as to what they consider an acceptable compromise.
They, no doubt, would prefer an engine of about 150 milli-
meters (6 Inches) diameter; air-cool~ed in a stream of about
200 kilometers per hour (124 miles peryhour); supercharged
to produce about 10 kilograms @24361~o”%nds) mean effective
pressure. &%bWhen they come to o Ider the actual operation
cost of some 250,000 francs a year, they will probably seek
to reduce the requirements and end up, for example, by
adopting an Installation that costs some 25,000 francs a
year. The 250,000 francs Installation could serve to de-
termine the conditions in practice - supply a standard to
which the 25,000 francs installation must oonform. Unden
these conditions it would still be desirable to use a uni-
versal engine, liko the C.F.R., using a measuring prooed-
ure adapted to the roquiremonts of aviation.

The C.F.R. “Aviationll Method (A.B. Ratio Method)

We believe we have succeeded rather well in developing
with the C.F.R, engine, a method which we have designated
the ‘iA.3. ration (allowable boost ratio - that is, amount
of supercharge admissible). what , in fact, are the require-
ments.of aviatlen engines? A high moan effective pressure,
a moderate compression ratio, maximum supercharge, high
r.pS.nD , n modorate i~le.t tomporaturo, and an oxtremoly severe
regulation of the richness of the mixture. Tho automobile
is developing In tho direction of maximum compression rgti.os; .
thnt 1s, maximum tomporatures and pressures, whereas ctvia-
tion Is dovoloplng in tho diroation of maximum mean offeo-.
tivo prossurs - i.e., of m.axlnum supercharge. Tho pilot
has boforo hlm hls n~onotors, which Indicato tc hin each
nonont tho nom pressure that ho could attain. The value
in ootanc detorm~nod nccording to tho C.F.E. “mviation”
nothod, wtll tell him approxinatoly whether his fuel will
per=lt that p.rossuro.
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Figure 11 gives the relations between the various
factors considered. It is interesting to note” that the
theoretical mixture is even .le~ner than the mixture defined ‘
by ‘Ilean adjustments (which In practice is called lean
mixture). The figure shows the groat Importance which
would be attached to: the use of mixtures even leaner than
the theoretical, since it would at the same time permit an
increaso in tho power and a lowering of the temperature.

The C.F.R. motor method is very satisfactory up to
, about 80 octane: beyond that the precision of the readings
-diminishes and there is less correlation with practice.
This method, moreover, does not bring out the erroneous
gain in power (up to 50 percent) which can be obtained by
supercharging *he engine with fuels of 100 octane and more
(fig. 12).

An analysis of the causes of this defect would lead
us too far from our subject. It Is sufficient to say that
a series of very complete tests has shown that by employ-
ing supercharge in the tests on the C.F.R. engine the ex-
ceptional advantages which may be obtained with fuels of
100 octane, nay easily %e utilized.

We have already said that four other methods could
give similar results, the choice of any one being immate-
rial. Whoever has an engine at his dieposal may propose
a new method provided he has been able to “adjust” it suf-
ficiently to practical requirements. We repeat that It is
a compromise we need - a unique method.

Figure 13 brings out the effect of the factors con-
sidered on the fuel consumption. Figure 14 shows the ef-

“fect of the detonation on the temperature. Figures 11,
13, and 14 particularly, bring out the danger of insuffi-
cient control of the richness of the mixture. In approach-
ing a very lean mixture, the temperature and intensity of
detonation simultaneously reach a mnximum and this condi-
tion, evidently, must be avoided.

Practical experience has clearly shown us that for a
sufficiently short time the engine perfectly resists the
very severe detonations. It is only after some time that
the temperature of the cylinder head reaches a dangerous
value for the. metal and the lubricating oil. The engine
would, perhaps, resist even better if the autoignition did
not begin to occur earlier ae the temperature kept rising.
Finally, preignition occure. Preignition, under these
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conditions, Is quite a different thing from detonation,
*and Is ahsosd~bly dl”sae!tF6us;’ “It 16ads--to pressures and
temperatures that simply ‘Idemolishw the engine. It iS
t-e that the loss,i.n power avoids some of the danger, but
In a multioylinder engine this may be ignored when only
one or two cyllnders are at fault.

Researoh and Routine

Having Indioated what conditions a good method must
satisfy for determining the antldetonatlng mlues of fuels,
it is once more neoessary to return to the fundamental
question of what is the obJeot to be attained.

Questions may evidently arise with regard to detona-
tion that would require epecial tdsts to answer. Let us
suppose, for example, that it Is required to f~nd the ef-
fect of the pressure, or the temperature, or the time on
the detonation. It would be misunderstanding us to suppose
that the methods we have ~ust described might be used for
those purposes. It is necessary to make a distinction be-
tween research and routine. B’or the purpose of research,
it is necessary to uso different engines and to apply dlf-
feront methods, according to tho object which It is pro-
posed to attain. Tho results mmy perhnps serve to correct
the adjustment of tho C.F.R. methods doscrihod.

3’or routine purposes, It is noce{sary to mako uso of
a dofinito engine and apply a definite method.

III. COMBUSTION IN DIESEL ENGINES

Although the development of the Diesel engine for avi-
ation purposes is still passing through a difficult perf-
od, the problem of weight per horsepower playing a prepon-
derant part, we do not wish to pass over this engine with-
out adding a few remarks.

The problem of combustion in Diesel eng.inea 1.s, above
all, a problem of autoignition and distribution. ll!hetend-
ency to autolgnltion IS very well expressed In terms of a
cetene number. This number is determined for any engine
by. ascc+rtainlng what mixture of standard fuels gives tho
same ignition lags as the fuel examined. The differences
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in cetene for two different engines are technically neg-
ligible ad of less importance than the differences in oc-
tane number that aro found with different spark-ignition
englnos. The fact should nevertheless be taken into ac-
count that certain engines, like those with separate cham-
ber, arc not very sonsitivo to the quality of ignition,
and hence not suitable as test engines.

i

If it Is true that a high octane number contains a
promise of increased performance of a spnrk-ignition en-
gine, the same is not true of the cetene number for Dlesol
engines. On the contrary, while an increcsed cetene num-
ber pornits easy starting and gives quiet operation, It
generally prevents the attainment of maximum power cnd best
fuel consumption at full load. We have heon able, in fact,
to show that tho mixture rema$ned imperfect where too easy
ignition formed a kind of Ilflro barragoll for the rest of
the fuel during the injection. An increased specific power
evidently requires that a maximum portion of the nir charge
sh,all tako part in the combustion, but the fire barrage
prevents g~od distribution. The increased power is accom-
panied by higher pressureo but the fouling of the engine
Is reduced. In this case, too, a compromise is imposedo
Recourse to higher cetene numbers, unliko higher octane
numbers, would certainly not lead to nn improvement of tho
situation,

The quality of ignition of Diesel fuels is measured by
the ignition lag during tho normal operation of tho engine.
Methods based on a minimun compression ratio or on a mini-.
mun starting temperature have shown themselves to bo less h

suit~blo in giving ropoatablo results. It Is nocossary that
tho engine remain clean during tho tests.

As in the case of spark-ignition engines, it is prefer-
able to employ nixturos of standard fuels.

As for tho distribution, It may be said that it is
mainly controlled by certain factors In the engine design.
Viscosity does not play a part here except in extreme cases,
the ignition qunlity and the volatility holng preponderant
factors. Nevertheless, It is necessary to take into account
the fact thc,t different onginos react differently to these
two latter characteristics.

For “rosonrchli tests on Diesel engines, it is there-
fore necessary to take different engines and to employ dif-
ferent methode, as me have pointed out for spark-ignition*
engines.

I
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In order to pass uniformly on the quality of ignition
of.a.dh.zel, howeyer, -that !8,. it9 ten(lenc~ to autoignition
in the Diesel engine, It will be necessary’ ”fti-”stan-dardlze
a single engine and a single method as was done for the
spark-ignition engine.

The smmo arguments we have given in the case of the
spal?k-ignition engine will here also he found. Many meth-
ods present themselves that may tie utilized in practtce,
particularly If they appromch normal conditions. It iS .
ugoless to sook anyone method that is better than the
othors. It is necessary to find a compromise. The diffi-
culties lio more In the IIadjustmentn of tho method and in
tho perfoctlng of the measuring instruments thnn in the
choice of ongino and method. Hero again the greatest dif-
ficulty is tho psychological one of sacrificing something
in order to ronch a compromlso.

Trr.nolatlon by S. Roiss,
National Advisory Comnittco
for Aeronnutlcs.

I
.
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